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Abstract
The purpose of this work is to investigate replacing travel diaries with sets of call detail records (CDRs) as inputs
for an agent-oriented traﬃc simulation. We propose constructing an agent population directly from a CDR dataset
and fusing it with link volume counts to reduce spatio-temporal uncertainty and correct for underrepresented traﬃc
segments. The problem of ﬁnding a set of travel plans which realizes a set of CDR trajectories and is consistent with
a set of link volume counts is rephrased in terms of calibrating a choice model. This enables us to make use of an
existing calibration scheme for agent-oriented simulations. We demonstrate our approach by an illustrative scenario
with synthetic data.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Building a traﬃc model for a city or region takes considerable eﬀort. A typical approach is the four step
process, consisting of the trip generation (sources and sinks of trips), trip distribution (destination choice),
mode choice, and (static) route assignment.17
Newer approaches combine activity-based demand generation (ABDG)1,3,6,18,21 with dynamic traﬃc as-
signment (DTA).9,20,23 The output of the ABDG, and therefore the input to the DTA, can be hourly
origin-destination (OD) matrices, a list of trips, or full daily activity chains, where each activity comes with
a location, an end time, and the mode of transport that leads to the next activity.
Typical direct inputs to these modelling suites are digital road network data and digital land use data;
other data, in particular revealed and/or stated choice data, are used to calibrate the behavioral models.
All these data have been diﬃcult to procure in the past. Fortunately, things are changing: Collaborative
mapping projects such as OpenStreetMap (OSM) provide digital road network data whose completeness
and accuracy is approaching or, occasionally, surpassing commercial sources16. For land use information,
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OSM can already be considered a viable alternative data source in some locations. Globally, it is promising
because it facilitates manual mapping of land use information from earth observation data by volunteers2.
What is still more diﬃcult to get is the demand data. Here, it has become clear over the past years that
automatically and passively collected data will play an increasing role: Instead of taking a survey and
calibrating trip generation/distribution or an activity based model with it, it seems attractive to use, for
instance, mobile phone data, which often come in the form of call detail records (CDR).8,7
Inferring OD-matrices13 or activity-trip-chains with activity types and possibly modes of transport22 from
CDRs are large research topics in their own right. Once created, such matrices or chains can be used as input
to a traﬃc assignment model.5 However, this initial modelling step typically takes several person-months
of work, and often additional context-dependent information is invested, such as typical daily routines or
activity opportunities in the area of interest. Considering this, it seems attractive to use the CDRs directly
to drive a traﬃc model, and only then use additional data to make the model more realistic, if required.
In a ﬁrst step, CDR datasets can be used directly as travel chains for a synthetic population. The
CDRs of a single person are assigned to a simulated individual, which visits all call locations in order,
conducting unlabelled dummy activities so that, at each point in time, the simulated location corresponds
to the observed location. It need not even be attempted to distinguish between actual activity locations and
transient locations passed while travelling. The latter turn up as very short activities, serving as sampling
points for route generation.
This simple approach can already be useful, since it allows to identify bottlenecks in the simulated trans-
port system, which may either also exist in reality and thus point to possible infrastructure improvements,
or they may be artifacts pointing to problems with the road network data. In previous work25, this ap-
proach was implemented using the MATSim transport microsimulation. Experimenting with a synthetic
population with realistic activity-travel-patterns at diﬀerent daily call rates, it was found that with 50 calls
per day (uniformly), the resulting travel is underestimated by less than 5%, while 5 calls per day are clearly
insuﬃcient in that this leads to an under-estimation of travel by more than half.
In a second step, the model can then be enriched with additional data. A typical approach is to use
the remaining freedom in a behavioral model to generate multiple alternatives, and then use the additional
data to select between these alternatives. In particular, anonymous traﬃc counts have been used to select
between multiple car routes,11 between multiple public transit routes,14 or between multiple daily activity
patterns.24
Similarly, traﬃc counts can be used to enrich a model built from CDR data that are partially sparse
in time. Illustrative of the general problem, this paper investigates a synthetic scenario where half of the
population makes 50 calls per day while the other half makes only 5 calls per day. The temporal uncertainty
in the sparse half of the data is used to direct the model to match the traﬃc counts, using the Cadyts
calibration scheme10. In addition, the counts are used to compensate for the overall lost mileage by scaling
up the overall demand, still making use of the spatial information that is contained in the sparse data. In
order to address a likely problem with using mobile phone data directly, it is assumed that diﬀerent calling
behavior is associated with diﬀerent activity behavior.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, MATSim and its interaction with Cadyts are
described, and how the two models together can be used to scale and reweigh an initial set of travel plans
using link counts. Given this framework, we then discuss replacing travel plans with CDRs as the initial
demand speciﬁcation. Our experimental scenario is derived from a full activity-oriented assignment model
for Berlin. We demonstrate in how far two segments which diﬀer both in terms of travel behavior and
in terms of calling behavior can be fused into a correct estimate of traﬃc state over time. The paper is
concluded by a discussion and a summary.
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2. MATSim and Cadyts
2.1. MATSim
MATSim combines a traﬃc demand model based on individual daily travel plans with a microscopic
traﬃc ﬂow simulation to iteratively calculate a dynamic user equilibrium. Its demand model consists of a
population of agents
A1, . . . , AN (1)
Each agent has a mutable set of plans which can be understood as a choice set. The options are identical
in the ﬁxed dimensions (typically, the chain of activities with type and location), and vary in the open
dimensions (typically, routes, modes of transport, and departure times). Every plan is assigned a mutable
score, Vi, initialized to +∞. Often, the score can be interpreted as utility.
Initial plans are auto-completed by the simulation as much as possible; for example, links are assigned to
coordinates, and shortest path routes are computed if no routes are in the initial plans. Then, the following
steps are iterated:
• Each agent chooses from its plan set according to a random utility model, where the choice distribution
follows P (i) = exp(Vi)/
∑
j exp(Vj).
• The chosen plans are loaded onto the network.
• For every chosen plan, Vi is re-calculated as a function of the plan’s performance during the network
loading (e.g. valuing travel time negatively) and assigned to that plan.
• Each agent in a random subset of the population adds a new plan to its plan set (identical to its other
plans in the ﬁxed choice dimensions, and distinct in the open dimensions) and removing an existing
one if its plan set is now greater than a speciﬁed maximum.
The simulation is run until the variables on which the utility perception depends (e.g. dynamic link travel
times) have converged to a steady state, and hence the choice distribution has become stationary. At that
point, plan set mutation is ceased, so that the choice distribution now strictly follows the perceived utilities,
and the simulation is continued until it converges a second time.
2.2. Cadyts
Cadyts is a calibration scheme which, when applied to MATSim and a vector of link traﬃc counts y, works
by directing the plan choice probabilities of the whole agent population towards choices more consistent with
the counts. This is achieved by calculating an oﬀset to the score Vi of each chosen plan, iteration by iteration.
Under certain additional assumptions, e.g. about the error distribution of the measurements, the adjusted
choice distribution can be shown to approximate the posterior choice distribution given y 12,10. It follows
P (i|y) =
exp
(
Vi +
∑
ak∼i
yak−qak
σ2ak
)
∑
j exp
(
Vj +
∑
ak∼j
yak−qak
σ2ak
) (2)
where yak is the traﬃc count measurement on link a in time interval k, σ
2
ak is that measurement’s error
variance, and qak is the simulated value corresponding to that measurement. The condition ak ∼ i denotes
that following plan i crosses link a in time window k.
Intuitively, the oﬀset is calculated based on how much this choice of the plan contributes to the whole
traﬃc system ﬁtting to the traﬃc counts. Plans which traverse links where ﬂow is underestimated are
favored and vice versa, and σ denotes the trust level that is put into the measurement – high trust levels
lead to small values of σ and thus to large correction terms.
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This calibration can be seen as reducing uncertainty about travel behavior in the open choice dimensions,
but it can also be applied to estimate the population size12 if each agent is given an additional, synthetic
plan to do nothing, disappearing from the scenario.
3. From call detail records to a population of agents
A CDR dataset consists of records of the form
Tn := [(pn, t1, c1), . . . , (pn, tK , cK)] (3)
where pn is a person identiﬁer, tk are timestamps, and ck are cell tower identiﬁers.
Each trace Tn is converted into a travel plan in a straightforward way: Calls are converted into activities.
Several calls in the same cell without a call in a diﬀerent cell between them are fused, that is, they are
converted into a single activity that starts no later than the ﬁrst call and ends no earlier than the last call
in the same cell. No additional activities are added. Activities are connected by trips (only the car mode
is considered here). Congestion is disregarded. It is assumed that fastest routes on the empty network are
taken. The only degree of freedom under consideration is the departure time from each activity location,
which can be chosen anywhere between the time of the last sighting at location i and the latest possible
departure time to make it to the next sighting location i+ 1 in time.
The full agent population is constructed by expanding the population generated from traces. Speciﬁcally,
we create C agents An1, . . . , AnC per trace Tn. The agents are initially equipped with one random realization
of the trace Tn, and over the iterations (cf. section 2.1), they create new random realizations, varying in
time structure. In addition, they are given a special plan which, if chosen, lets them stay at home. Agents
choosing the stay-at-home option are considered to be removing themselves from the simulation.
The resulting agent population is
A11, . . . , A1C , . . . , AN1, . . . ANC (4)
This expanded population is used as a buﬀer, which the calibrator uses to steer the demand towards matching
the known link volume counts. The utility function is constructed so that, for each agent, the probability
of choosing one of its travel plans is p0nc = 1/C, and the probability of choosing the stay-at-home-plan is
1− p0nc. In consequence, the prior expected behavior of the simulation is that the population size is N , and
on average one instance of each trace is realized.
By calculating oﬀsets to this prior utility of plans, the calibrator simultaneously adjusts the population
size, the weights assigned to the individual traces, and the temporal realization of the trajectories.
This results in a distribution of individual choices among possible trajectories and stay-at-home plans. In
particular, we obtain posterior travel probabilities pnc. The sum over the posterior travel probabilities of the
agents associated with trace Tn, wn =
∑C
c=1 pnc, is the expected number of instances of trace Tn to appear
in any iteration of the calibrated scenario after achieving stationarity, and (w1, . . . , wN ) is a weight vector
with which the CDR dataset has eﬀectively been resampled, a common concept in synthetic population
generation, where a survey population is adjusted to ﬁt exogeneously given marginal sums4,15, whose role
is in the present case assumed by the traﬃc counts.
The population expansion described here is a particularly straight-forward way of implementing uncer-
tainty about the CDR sample in the MATSim-Cadyts-ensemble, because it reduces the estimation of weights,
as well as which temporal realization of a CDR trace to use, to individual agent decisions.
The expansion factor C is selected by the modeller. It needs to be large if highly underestimated demand
segments are to be compensated for, so that there is a suﬃcient number of individuals in the population to
draw from.
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4. Experiment
4.1. Synthetic CDRs
In order to have full control over the ground truth, for the present study the CDR data is – as in the
preceding study25 – synthetically generated from a simulated scenario. A full implementation of MATSim
is used as a synthetic ground-truth scenario. The output of this model is a set of complete descriptions of
mobility behavior of an agent population with labeled activities and space-time trajectories on the level of
network links. Note that additional kinds of measurements can be taken from this output, in particular link
traﬃc counts.
A simple phone usage model is applied to the synthetic population: In every timestep, every agent gets
to decide whether or not to make a phone call. When a phone call is made, the framework locates the agent
and records a CDR. The ﬁrst output of this step is a set of CDRs as speciﬁed in equation 3. The second
output is a set of link traﬃc counts yak, the number of vehicles which have passed link a in time window k.
This is considered the available data for traﬃc modeling in the hypothetical scenario, and simulation runs
are based only on this data.
The output of each iteration of the simulation is of the same form as the ground truth scenario. Any of
its properties can be compared to the ground truth scenario to assess the approximation quality. In fact,
since every iteration is a draw from the combined choice distributions of all agents, properties of the full
statistical distribution of these draws can be used to compare with the ground truth.
This framework allows studying this and other methods for constructing demand models from CDRs,
and how much information from CDRs and link traﬃc counts is needed to re-approximate the state of the
traﬃc system over time in the ground truth scenario to which degree. It isolates these questions from the
diﬀerent question of how good the traﬃc simulation model itself is at approximating reality.
4.2. Scenario description
The experimental scenario is created from a 1998 household survey which contains complete trip diaries
from one speciﬁc day of 2% of the Berlin population. The survey is not publicly available, but has been
used before19,14. It contains activity locations, activity types, activity start and end times, and modes of
transport for each trip. It does not contain any route information. For the present study, only individuals
who only travel by car are considered, which produces 18 377 individuals. The network contains 61 920
links, of which a random 5% are chosen to collect volume counts in hourly time windows. Disregarding the
spatial uncertainty of sightings, each link is associated with its own phone cell. We also disregard capacity
constraints in the traﬃc network, i.e. for the present study there is no traﬃc congestion. Every agent chooses
fastest routes with respect to free-speed travel time.
Agents place calls randomly at an individual daily call rate. Deliberately constructing a strong correlation
between phone usage and travel behavior, we partition the agent population into two segments called workers
and non-workers, where a worker is deﬁned as an individual stating at least one work-related activity in the
survey. The call rate of the workers is ﬁxed at 50 calls per day (frequent callers), and that of the non-workers
at 5 calls per day (infrequent callers).
Some travel chains obtained by the process are shown in Fig. 1a, while the true underlying behavior is
shown in Fig. 1b. The orange plan contains a work activity, thus corresponding to a frequent caller. While
the activity chain alone gives the traveller the freedom of many routes around and through the city, the
sightings eﬀectively pin one of the trips to the northern route. The two plans in blue do not contain a work
activity, and are in consequence not sampled frequently. Several activities and related travel are missed. In
fact, the light blue trace does not even result in a round trip any more.
4.3. Results
With any mobile phone data set in hand, the modeller has to decide on a threshold how many calls per
day are necessary for a trace so that it can be meaningfully included in the model input.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1: Travel chains for three diﬀerent travellers (a) and the underlying ground truth behavior (b).
Using the binary-distributed synthetic data, we compare two options:
• Leave the sparse traces out of the simulation. This eﬀectively means accepting a lower sample size
and possibly introducing a bias towards a traﬃc pattern associated with frequent callers.
• Include the sparse traces even though their spatio-temporal resolution is such that they contain only
limited information.
Fig. 2a shows network load over time for the initial situation where the population constructed from
the available traces is simulated without adjusted weights, for the ﬁnal estimation where the weights are
adjusted towards ﬁtting the link counts, and for the ground truth.
The ﬁrst scenario shows the full eﬀect of removing non-workers from the sample. In the initial estimation,
there is too little traﬃc, but especially the load during mid-day is too small. In the ﬁnal estimation, this
gap is partly compensated for. In turn, the morning peak is overestimated, because there are only well-
sampled traces of workers, which are mostly morning commuters, to draw from: In order to reduce the
underprediction of mid-day load, the morning peak load has to be overestimated.
In the scenario where the traces of the non-workers, sampled at a low rate, are included, the ﬁnal
estimation has a closer ﬁt to the ground truth (Fig. 2a bottom). In the initial estimation, the demand share
generated from the undersampled non-worker traces is not only too low, but diﬀused over time: Possible
trajectories through few sightings have more temporal freedom than those through many sightings. In
the ﬁnal estimation, while still too low, its time structure more closely resembles the ground truth: The
temporal uncertainty of the CDR data is reduced by taking the link counts into account. Intuitively, the
sparsely sampled trajectories are ﬁtted to that share of the measured volumes which is not accounted for
by well-sampled trajectories. The overall ﬁnal demand estimation is better because it now contains this
time-adjusted non-worker demand as a component.
Considering the all-day travel distance distribution (Fig. 2b) reveals that it is distorted in both cases.
In the ﬁrst scenario, where the infrequent callers are excluded, the number of individuals travelling little
is underestimated. There are at least two independent causes for this. The ﬁrst is that workers travel more
than non-workers, and traces of non-workers are missing by construction. Secondly, the estimation process
itself is in this case biased towards far-travelling individuals: When the initial demand is too low overall,
the contribution of most links to the Cadyts score correction (equation 2) is positive, so the utility oﬀset of
a plan is the larger the more links it crosses. In consequence, far-travelling agents will on average end up
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Fig. 2: Network load and travel distance distribution for the scenario where the non-worker demand segment is missing (top)
or represented by undersampled trajectories (bottom).
with a higher probability of travelling. This eﬀect is absent when the initial demand is a priori scaled to
the known change in sample size. But an alternative interpretation of this experiment is that a population
segment is missing from the sample altogether, without this fact or indeed the true size of the travelling
population being known to the modeller, so the initial demand was left unchanged here.
In the second scenario, where the infrequent callers are now included, the number of individuals travelling
little is overestimated. Since the initial overall travelled distance is much closer to the truth, the calibration
signal and hence the bias towards longer trips introduced by the plan correction is not as strong. It is
dominated by an eﬀect in the opposite direction which is created by the plan creation itself: Since the
travelled distance of each plan is by construction at the lower bound of what is consistent with the sightings,
the distance distribution is shifted to the left.
5. Summary
We studied the problem of expanding a CDR dataset to a set of all-day travel chains by data fusion with
link traﬃc counts. The proposed method is to construct, for each individual CDR trace, multiple chains
which are consistent with the observations, and then to calibrate the vector of probabilities of each chain
being in the ﬁnal set using the link traﬃc counts.
Our experimental scenario illustrates two cases:
• When a large population segment is missing or removed from the CDR sample because of its low daily
call rate, the remaining sample is scaled up and reweighed in the process to ﬁt link counts.
• When the same population segment is kept in the sample, represented by sparse traces generated
by only 5 calls per day, the process is able to reduce the resulting temporal diﬀusion by producing
trajectories which are more consistent with the traﬃc counts. This case yields a better ﬁt to the real
traﬃc ﬂow.
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Overall, the results demonstrate that even a heavily biased cell phone dataset, together with anonymous
traﬃc measurements, can be used to re-construct the traﬃc state over time quite well. Any algorithm which
attaches behavioral interpretation to a CDR trace can be used in the plan generation step to enrich the
model.
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